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An estimating procedure for predicting the cost of a future planetary
mission is described and developed. The model is applicable at a pre-
Phase A project level and is based on a detailed level of financial
analysis of the planetary and lunar projects for which data were
available. The major parameter of expenditure is direct labor hours for
all spacecraft subsystem and technical support categories. The model
also includes cost saving inheritance factors for estimating follow-on
type programs where hardware and design inheritance are evident or
expected.
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For Automated Planetary Projects
Introduction
Throughout the 1960's, there has been an increasing awareness in
NASA that improved confidence in cost estimates must be achieved.
Accordingly, cost estimation models have been developed by the Rand
Corporation, IIT Research Institute, General Dynamics, Martin
Marietta Corp., Planning Research Corp., Aerospace Corp., amongst
others, and in addition each of the NASA centers have improved their
internal cost estimation techniques. Also a host of studies have been
undertaken to examine specific aspects of spacecraft project costs. In
essentially all of the models the basic parameters of expenditures have
been dollars themselves, and the details of the financial data have only
been of the same order as the model itself. Thus a Phase A model has
been based on a Phase A level of financial data.
The manpower/cost estimation model developed here incorporates two
significant improvements on past practice. First it is based on a
detailed level of financial analysis of over 30 million raw data points
which are then compacted by more than three orders of magnitude to the
level at which the model is applicable. Second the major parameter of
expenditure is manpower (specifically direct labor hours) for all
spacecraft subsystem and technical support categories. The resultant
model, which is applicable at a pre-Phase A project level is able to
provide a mean absolute error of less than fifteen percent for the eight
programs comprising the model data base. The model also includes
cost saving inheritance factors, broken down in four levels, for
estimating follow-on type programs where hardware and design
inheritance are evident or expected.
The first section of this document discusses the financial analysis of
the eight planetary and lunar projects for which data was available.
The second section discusses the manpower and cost estimation model
developed from this data. It also describes how inheritance is
incorporated into the model. The third section discusses the application
of the model to several projects.
The model presented here does not yet embrace a complete span of
planetary mission concepts. In particular, modeling of atmosphere
probe hardware is based on tenuous data. A consistent methodology for
estimating sample return and penetrator mission costs is not included,
and a broader data base is desired to enhance the modeling of the labor
estimating relationships. Work is currently in progress to improve the




Past Performance of Cost Estimation
Estimating the project costs of planetary missions has long been a
difficult task for NASA. The chart on the facing page illustrates the
success of previous cost estimates. The cost estimate's date and
percentage of the actual cost are shown opposite each project listed.
The ratio of estimated cost to actual cost is dependent on the point in
the project at which the estimate was made. For example, the estimate
for Surveyor was made at the pre-Phase A level, while that quoted for
Mariner '69 was a Phase A/Phase B estimate. Project costs are
obviously difficult to estimate at the pre-Phase A level, and have been
underestimated by as much as 4 to 1. This is due in part to the un-
certainty coupled with changes in project length and varying project
specifications increase the difficulties in making a reliable cost estimate
at any project level. While it is not expected that the SAI analysis will
completely solve this problem (hindsight will always be easier than fore-
sight), it was the objective of this study effort to improve on the dismal
accuracies of pre-Phase A cost estimates.
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Data Acquisition and Analysis
At the very outset of this study it was obvious that historical data
would play an important role in the analysis. It was also recog-
nized that the amount of data was quite limited if restricted to
unmanned lunar and planetary projects. The eight programs
selected for data review are shown on the facing page along with
their review status. Note that the Ranger series and Mariner
Venus '62 and '67 have not been included. These projects were
judged atypical for various programmatic reasons including in-
sufficient data, very early development (i. e., almost no tech-
nology base), and parasitic development. It was recognized
early in the data collection process that NASA Headquarters and
Centers did not have the financial details of program costs that
were required for our analysis. Initital contacts were made with
prime contractors through NASA Centers, and with the prime
contractors' and their subcontractors' support the analysis was
begun. The cost data supplied was in a form that permitted analy-
sis below the subsystem level and allowed for the adjustment of
subsystem definitions to insure compatibility among projects.
For example, in addition to subcontracts, TRW supplied 1496 S/C
categories on a "level 7" breakdown for Pioneer F/G, while JPL
supplied 4000 cost sheets for Mariner-69. A detail breakdown
of data received and analyzed is illustrated on the opposite table.
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"Direct Labor Hours" refers to the number of labor hours charged
directly to contract projects for engineers, scientists, technicians,
administrative and manufacturing personnel, and office and clerical
workers. Cross charging (short term loans of personnel from
another area) is not included.
"Direct Labor Dollars" refers to the salaries and wages charged
directly to contract projects. There is a high correlation between




Direct Labor Hours Breakdown
Science and Engineering
Administrative (Not Overhead)
Office and Clerical (Not Overhead)
Technical
Manufacturing and Other
Direct Labor Dollars Breakdown
Engineer and Scientist Salaries
Administrative Salaries (Not Overhead)
Office and Clerical Wages (Not Overhead)
Technical




Overhead or burden may be broken down into four categories;
General Burden, Rental Services, Communication and Utilities,
and Administrative Services. The General Burden and Administrative
Services comprise a large fraction of the total overhead. The
notion here was to uniformly define overhead across the industry
so that meaningful analysis could be done. As a consequence the
general definition of overhead as used by private industry was ap-














Telephone and Telegraph Service Charges













"Direct Material Cost" is generally defined to be the total cost
of purchased parts, raw materials, purchased fabrication, and
subcontracted assemblies charged directly to contract projects.
If purchased parts' or subcontracted assemblies' costs charged
to the contract were minor, they were treated as direct material
costs.
Ancillary Support
"Ancillary Support" is a miscellaneous category for items which
cannot practically, within the limits of this study, be identified with
direct labor, overhead or material costs. Where the project
contractor's accounting procedures allow, the amounts for ancillary




























The costs incurred in the spacecraft categories are spread over all
financial categories and vice versa.
Program Management
This category covers all the directly charged management,
liaison and document control in the course of the project.
Additional management services, provided out of the overhead
are not included here.
Systems Analysis and Engineering
This category covers the design and analysis which leads to the
final configuration of the spacecraft and its mission. Theoretical
systems analysis, such as stress calculations are included here.
Test Program
The test program is that which is applied by the prime
contractor to completed, delivered, subsystems and to the total
spacecraft. It does not include tests as part of the subsystem
assembly phase nor does it include launch operational tests.
Quality Assurance and Reliability
This includes all the activities related to ensuring the reliability
of the final spacecraft system. It includes parts selection, some



















Environmental Test (Induced and Natural)
Simulation













This includes the facilities, services and personnel associated
with the final assembly of the spacecraft and its payload.
Normally this takes place under clean room conditions.
Ground Equipment
This is all the electronic and other equipment, purchased by the
project for the final test and operational phases of the project.
Equipment bought under previous projects is often made available
free of charge except for the normal maintenance costs.
Launch and Flight Operations
This category is the sum of the launch costs, the mission
operations costs during transit and the encounter costs. It
includes the project engineering and control room costs.
Data Analysis
This includes all of the post encounter and data processing costs.
Data handling on the spacecraft and on the ground, however, are





Vehicle Design and Integration (Ass'y and Integ. Portion Only)










Ground Equipment Analysis and Test
















The structure subsystem includes the points of the spacecraft not
specifically included in the individual subsystems. It includes the
main spacecraft members, landing gear, thermal control, etc.
Mechanisms, pyrotechnic devices and cable harnesses are lumped
in with the structure category.
Propulsion
The propulsion system includes all impulsive or low thrust pro-
pulsion systems, fuel and tankage use after injection from earth
orbit. This includes orbital retro-systems and louder descent
propulsion. Where a propulsive maneuver is replaced by an
aerodynamic maneuver as for Mars entry, the aeroshell is cate-
gorized" as propulsion.
Guidance and Control
This includes all functions of sensing positional errors, onboard
computation of connections and the application of connection
functions for trajectory guidance and attitude control. Also in-

















Propulsion Analysis and Support
Hardware Control
Guidance and Control










This includes the components and functions involved in the hand-
ling of data from the experiment, the storage, massaging and
eventual transmission of the data to Earth. It also includes the
reception of command signals from Earth and the systems used for
data relay from associated probes or landers.
Power
This category is made up of all sources and systems for the
generation, conditioning and switching of the spacecraft power
supply. The special case of RTGs (Radio Thermionic Generators)
although part of this category are not included in the model.
Science Instruments
This includes the complete experimental payload with the initial
interface for the data. Individual instruments and the scientists



























Science Teams (Pre Launch)
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Average Percent Comparison of
Dollars and Labor Hours for all Major Projects
The table illustrates the relationship of manhours to cost as average
across all major projects. For example, guidance and control
represents 9.2% of the total cost and requires 9.1% of the total man-
hours. The small deviation between the percentage of manhour effort
and percentages of cost for each S/C category is evident. It appears
from this breakdown that manhours can be used as a measure of the
effort required by a project and can then be readily translated to dollars.
1-26
All Major Projects (Avg.)
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Forecasting manhours has several distinct advantages over forecasting total
project dollars. Among these are separation of estimates from inflation
and an ease in costing low volume production. Two projects separated in
time are only comparable on a cost basis if some inflationary factor is
applied to the older project. Such inflationary factors are difficult to
formulate for total project costs and often fail to accurately represent the
actual financial conditions within the industry. The space industry has not
yet been able to use mass production techniques and thus the total cost of
each completed item is not substantially decreased through additional
production. Hence, the cost of a project's hardware is directly connected
to the manhours involved in development, fabrication, and testing. This
may change with the Shuttle era, and manpower analysis during
this period will highlight how cost has been affected since manpower is a
homogeneous andstandard unit across all projects. Also, the manhour
approach provides management with a tool to evaluate the cost and complexity
of a new project in light of previous manpower-complexity relationships.
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MANPOWER MODELING BENEFITS
« MANPOWER IS A CONSISTENT COST ELEMENT ACROSS
ALL PROGRAMS
• THE PRESENT AVERAGE MANPOWER RATIO OF 29. 6% MAY
CHANGE IN THE SHUTTLE ERA WITH THE REDISTRIBUTION
OF MAJOR COST BETWEEN MANPOWER AND MATERIALS.
• MANPOWER PROVIDES MANAGEMENT WITH MORE INSIGHT
IN ANALYZING ESTIMATED AND ON-GOING PROJECTS,
SINCE IT IS THE LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR IN THE
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM.
THE EFFECT OF LEARNING AND INHERITANCE CAN BE
ANALYZED AND MEASURED BETTER IN TERMS OF MAN-
POWER. SIMILARLY INFLATION AND THE MODE OF
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INPUTS TO MODELING PHASE
• FOR EACH PROJECT A FINANCIAL AND SPACECRAFT
CATEGORIZATION WITH EXTENSIVE VISIBILITY
LABOR AS PERCENT OF EACH MAJOR ELEMENT AND
TOTAL
• INFLATION MODEL FOR EACH MAJOR ELEMENT AND
TOTAL
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INTRODUCTION TO COST MODEL DEVELOPMENT
o Applications and Objectives
Forecast cost of future automated planetary/lunar missions
at time of (pre) Phase A definition.
Average estimation error within 10% for projects included
in model data base.
Estimation error within 20% for forecasting future mission
costs.
e Requirements
Input parameters must be consistent with (pre) Phase A
definition, e.g., weight, power, event times, etc.
Functional form of LER's should be simple algebraic ex-
pressions, e.g., linear, power law, exponential.
Number of coefficients in a given LER should be limited
to improve statistical significance of data fit.
LER based on unbiased model (*v zero mean error).
9 Premises
A cost model does not represent "truth" but only a sim-
plified, empirical approximation to actual cause and effect.
Due to the phenomena of averaging, total project cost will
be more accurately estimated than individual elements
(from a statistical standpoint of percentage error).
Reduction of variance of fit in individual elements will
further reduce error variance in total cost.
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COST MODEL OUTLINE
On the following page is a flow diagram of the key elements of the cost
model. The Labor Estimating Relationships provide the basic forecasting
procedure. This step is supplied with mission dependent information,
and with scaling laws, physical and mathematical relationships, and
synthesis guidelines, provide the basic estimate of man-hours. The
remainder of the model deals with converting the basic cost element,
direct labor man-hours, into cost. This requires three additional steps.
First, the direct labor man-hours must be adjusted for inheritance.
The average pay scale ($/hr.) must be determined for the period of the
project. If desired the selected pay scale could include inflation between
the time of the estimate and project execution. The final step involves
converting direct labor cost into total project cost. It has been found,
with a high degree of consistency, that direct labor cost of unmanned


















































FIGURE 1. PLANETARY COST MODEL SCHEMATIC 2-5
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Inputs for SAI Labor and Cost Estimation Model
Z$ Date of First Launch (Month & Calendar Yr. e. g. ,11/1975)
D2 Fiscal Wage Date (Fiscal Yr. e.g., 1975.9)
Nl Number of Flight Articles
Wl Weight of Power Subsystem Excluding RTG's (Ibs.)
N2 Number of RTG Units per Spacecraft
LI RTG Fuel Loading (Thermal Watts)
51 Total Weight of Structure Subsystem (Ibs.)
52 Weight of Mechanisms and Landing Gear (Ibs.)
53 Weight of Thermal Control, Pyro. and Cabling (Ibs.)
PI Propulsion System Dry Weight Excluding Throttlable
Liquid Vernier for Landers (Ibs.)
P2 Liquid Vernier Dry Weight (Ibs.)
P3 Aerodeceleration Subsystem Weight (Ibs.)
Gl Total Weight of Guidance/Control Subsystem (Ibs.)
G2 Weight of Radar in G/C Subsystem (Ibs.)
Cl Weight of Radio Frequency Comm. Subsystem (Ibs.)
C2 Weight of Data Handling Subsystem (Ibs.)
C3 Weight of Antennas (Ibs.)
Ql Total Weight of Science Experiments (Ibs.)
Q2 Weight of Lander Surface Experiments in Ql
Having Significant Sampling/Processing Operations (Ibs.)
Q3 Pixels per Line of TV (or Equivalent Visual Imaging)
Kl Total Mission Duration From First Launch to End of Last Mission
Minus Time When No Spacecraft is in Flight (mo)
K2 Total Encounter Time of the Prime Mission (mo)
K3 Total Number of Encounter Phase Start Ups
K4 Total Number of Science Teams During Encounter Phase
2-8
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TOTAL PROJECT COST ESTIMATES
Results obtained from the present manpower/cost estimation model are
quite acceptable when tested against the data base from which the model
is derived. Out of the 8 projects only Surveyor and Viking Lander are
underestimated by large percentages, 28. 8% and 24.6%, respectively.
Since Surveyor represented the most complex unmanned space project
undertaken in the early 1960's and Viking Lander represents the most
complex unmanned space project to date, both of these missions derived
essentially zero inheritance from previous design/development
experience. There is some evidence to indicate that the design/
development experience which was available to these missions was
below the norm for other missions. This is a form of negative inheri-
tance or an increased amount of design/development which these
missions had to pay for. It is not surprising then that the present
model underestimates the cost of these two missions.
2-38




































t Mean Error =
'Mean Absolute Error =
r Mean Error =

















Distribution of Costs for Subsystems
As a basis for the inheritance modeling the spacecraft costs have been
broken down beyond the normal non-recurring/recurring split. Shown
below is the average distribution of costs for the 8-project data base.
Total Cost NRDLH* RecDLH*
Design (NR) 15 19
Assembly & Test (NR) 23 29
Development (NR) 40 52
Materials (3 units NR) 7 - -
Sub Total (NR) 85% 100%
Assembly*Test (Rec, IF/A) 12 - 100%
Materials (Rec,l F/A) 3
Sub Total (Rec) 15% - 100%
Total 100% 100% 100%





The subsystem is taken off of the shelf in working condition or
ordered while the normal production line is operating as an
additional unit.
o Inheritance = 100% of non-recurring cost (NRC)
o Cost = recurring cost (RC)
Class Two: Exact Repeat of Subsystem.
The exact repeat of previous subsystem but to be used in slightly
different spacecraft or after line has closed down. Only design
work is needed.
o Inheritance = 80% of NRC
o Cost = 20% of NRC + 100% of RC
Class Three: Minor Modifications of Subsystem.
A previous design is required but it requires minor modifications.
Thus, the spacecraft will still incur all the design cost and most
of the test and development cost in ensuring compatibility of the
old design and the new minor mods with the new use of the
subsystem.
o Inheritance = 25% NRC
o Cost = 75% of NRC + 100% of RC
Class Four: Major Modifications of Subsystem.
A previous design is required but maj"or~modifications-have-to-be—
made to the design. This gets very close to a new subsystem
since even new subsystems rely on previous design and experience.
Some savings in development is possible.
o Inheritance = 5% NRC
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Cost Estimate for 1985 MSSR Mission
The model has been applied to a conceptual Mars Surface Sample Return
mission launched in 1984. A summary of the cost estimates for this
MSSR mission are presented on the following page. Using Mars Orbit
Rendezvous a small soil return sample, 1-5 kg., is assumed with a
total mission duration of nearly 3 years. Total weight at launch is
10, 585 Ibs.
Although our modeling data base does not include a sample return
mission or a specific methodology for evaluating a sample return mission,
it seemed reasonable to apply the model separately to each of the five
major spacecraft modules. In particular, the design concepts of the
Mars Orbiter Vehicle are patterned after Mariner, those of the Mars
Lander after Viking, and those of the Earth Return Vehicle after
INTELSAT. Total project cost in FY75 dollars is estimated as $688.2M
without inheritance or $671.9M with inheritance from the above mentioned
historical projects. Note that these estimates do not include any cost
contingency, or special handling facilities of the returned sample. An
additional flight article is estimated to cost $74M.
3-6
Cost Estimate Summary for 1985 MSSR Mission
(2 Flight Articles $Mils FY75)
No Inheritance Inheritance
Program Management
& Integration 66.0 61.9
Spacecraft 537.3 525.1
Mars Orbiter Vehicle 201.8 196.2
Mars Lander 239. 3 234. 2
Mars Ascent Vehicle 30.0 29.6
Earth Return Vehicle 50. 9 50. 0
Earth Entry Capsule 15.3 15.1
Science^ 42.1 42.1
Data Analysis v ' 5.6 5.6
Ground Eg & Launch/
Flight Ops 37.2 37.2
Total Project Cost^ 688.2 671.9
Sample acquisition scienwonly —— — - —
(2) Does not include extensive post-mission sample analysis
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The following pages present a sample list of spacecraft and financial
categories with an accompanying sample list of prime and subcontractors,
all of which were used in this analysis.






Mission Analysis & Eng.
Mission Design & Analysis
Launch Vehicle Conf ig.
Flight Path Prog. Dev.
Reliability Assurance Rep.
Div. Rep. - Div. 31
Div. 32 - Proj. Adm.
Div. 33 - Proj. Rep.
Div. 34 - Proj. Rep.
Environmental Sci. Div. Rep.
10 ft. and 25 ft. Space SimulatorsMaint.
25 ft. Simulator Design Const. & Liaison
Environmental Testing - Induced
Environmental Testing - Natural
Fit. System Support - Ground Test
S/C System Environment - EMI
S/C System Environment - PER
S/C System Environment - ERS
S/C System Environment - NSE
Systems Test Equipment
Test Facilities and Requirements
Flight S/C Test
Experiment Test Laboratory




Flight Data System SE. Sys. Ops.
Ground Data Handling Ops.
Flight Data System SE ETR Ops.
Flight Data System S E
Flight Data System S E Hdw. Contr.
ACS Artie S E Mission Ops.
ACS & Artie S E Sys. Ops.
CCS - OSE
Att-Artic Cont. Supp. Eq. Hrd.
Att Artie SE Cont.
Command S E
Power SE Sys. Ops.
Power ETR SE Ops.
Power SE
Computer Programming
Trajectory Design and Selection
Midcourse Maneuver & Terminal Maneuver
Analysis & Operations
Orbit Determination
Space Flight Operations Support
Television Systems & Project Engineering
Systems Engineering - Project Eng.
Reliability Test Planning and Support
Preferred Component Parts & Materials
Systems Engineering
Miscellaneous
Fit. G S/C Assy & Test
Launch Vehicle Compatibility Test
Subproject Management
System Planning Procedures
Structural Model Assy & Test
Eng. Model Assy & Test
Prototype S/C Assy & Test
EGSE Software Design & Dev.
Fit. F S/C Assy & Test











Clean & Planetary Quarantine
Failure Reporting
F C Backup
Electronic Preferred Parts List
Spacecraft Analysis
Vehicle Design & Integration - Proj. Eng.
(Assembly & Int. Portion)
Structural and Dynamic Models
Flight Spacecraft Installation and Assembly
Ground Data Handling
Ground Data Handling Sys. Ops.
FDS Syst. Ops.
Ground Data Handling 516
Orbiter Sci. Anal. & Data Handling
Software Mgt.
V. O. Science Anal. Prog.
Command Team Mission Data
Flight Path Analysis-Mission Data
Mission and Test Video
Ground Data Handling (914)
Ground Data Handling-Mission Data





Power G & C Mission Data
Astrionics-Mission Data







Data Storage Unit Design












Mil Hdlg & Pkg - Comm Subsystem
" " " - Antenna "
" " " - Data Hdlg S/S
" " " - ACS Subsystem
S/C Propulsion Manager
P & G Management
S/C Propulsion Procurements
HMD Vernier Engine Contract




Retro Propellant Mech. Proper.
Retro Systems Analytical Supp.
Pyrotechnics Control
Command, Control & Sequencer
Surface Sampler Control Unit
Radar Altimeter
G & C Computer and Software
Inertial Reference Unit
Valve Drive Amplifiers
Terminal Descent Landing Radar























Engineer and Scientist Salaries
Administrative Salaries
Office and Clerical Wages
Technician and Other Wages
Adm. Administrative Salaries
Adm. Office and Clerical Wages

















Computer Prog. Section 314
Computer Prog. Section 315






















Rental of Equipment - A DP
Rental of Equipment
Rental of Space




R & D Contract Services
Caltech Labor, WO & Matl Transfer
Telephone & Telegraph Serv Charges
Toll and Message Charges
Special Telephone Services
General Burden
Applied Project Staff Burden
Applied Technical Division Burden















G. S. F. C.
U. of California
U. of S. C.
U. of Arizona
SBRC
U. of Chicago
Gen. Electric
Philco
R. C. A.
Eastman Kodak
C. I. T.
U. of Iowa
Itek
Lockheed
Ryan
Honeywell
Electro-Optical
M. I. T.
Texas Instr.
Motorola
Resdel
CBS Labs
Nortronics
Battelle
P. R. C.
Astrodata
Stellarmetrics
Etc.
